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Abstract
This thesis aimed to provide insight into the process students go through in
their effort to understand conservation of mechanical energy in an undergraduate
studio physics classroom. The data collected includes a transcript of the conversations a group had while working through a lab that asked students to plot
potential and kinetic energies versus time of a bouncing kick ball over the course
of 3 bounces, the lab reports of 3 groups from said lab, and all of those group
members’ Force Concept Inventory and Energy and Momentum Concept Survey
pre- and post-tests. The transcript proved most useful in pointing out common
starting points in student reasoning, showing what ideas students begin a lab with
before they make sense of it all by the end. The most confounding issues that
students seemed to have came when a second dimension of motion was added to
scenarios (i.e. thinking about a ball rolling down a ramp instead of just bouncing
straight up and down). Unfortunately there was not enough evidence for me to
make claim about why this second dimension is more of a problem for students,
only that this remained an issue for them from the beginning to the end of the
semester.
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1

Introduction

The goal of this research is to explore how students go about creating an initial understanding of the concept of Mechanical energy when in a studio physics classroom,
specifically when the problems only involve conservation of energy in a gravitational
field without any other work-producing forces. Doing so creates a better understanding for educators of where their ideas may be going astray or where pitfalls in their
understanding may be after the lessons are deemed complete.
In my experience in physics classrooms, the unit on Mechanical energy generally
doesn’t begin until forces and Newton’s laws have been covered to a great degree of
depth. The interesting part here is that these units generally cover very similar scenarios
(i.e. ”How fast is a ball moving just before it hits the ground after falling from a certain
height?”) but differ in how they get students to solve the problems. With Energy coming
second in the teaching order, there’s some re-wiring that needs to be done in the students’
minds to work through the same problems they’ve been doing for weeks, now with a
new method. Aside from having to retrain themselves on how to work through some
older problems, students are also dealing with a much more abstract concept in energy
than they were with forces and acceleration. Energy is an abstract, scalar quality used
to describe all objects. It isn’t some quantity you can measure by reading a value off of
some instrument; it’s not a physical quantity, and can change based on the observer’s
reference point. The combination of the unit forcing students to rethink their prior
procedures, and the innate abstractness of it, make for an interesting topic for study
when looking at initial student understanding.
As briefly mentioned above, researching how students make sense of this topic when
it’s introduced to them will help teachers improve their own methods after getting
a better idea of which aspects of energy that students generally have a harder time
processing, and why they have that quality. A huge task of teachers is evaluating
their students, not only to test for comprehension, but also to monitor progress along
the way. These assessments, however, can’t always go as in depth as the study being
planned here. Teachers can, at best, tell where their students are spending more time in
aligning their understand with modern standards, but very few assessments are feasible
during class-time that allow teachers to see just what kind of misconceptions students
are having and what’s causing them. Were they to have this information, they could
also pick up on certain lines of reasoning from a student that, although not exactly how
the lesson plan stated, could still be right and make more sense to their peers than the
lesson plan’s reasoning and wording. This would allow the teacher to modify lessons for
future classes that would be more likely to streamline instruction and prevent students
from spending as much time working through these roadblocks.

2

Related Work

Though not much of this research will focus on student understanding of forces, I will
be provided Force Concept Inventory (FCI) gains of the students and item-by-item
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responses from them. While there has been research done showing that the FCI isn’t an
effective predictor when looked at item-by-item (primarily from Hestenes & Halloun1 ),
my purpose in using the FCI is to look at any items that only involve gravity and nonwork-producing forces to see how they reason through them in a Newtonian manner,
maybe providing insights to alternate conceptions of Energy conservation. The ideal
connection to look for students making would be discussions of the amount of work that
the force of gravity produces on the bouncing ball, and perhaps any thoughts on what
other forces might be at play in the bouncing process, though they would not longer
be conservative. Though not attempting to connect their research to anything energy
related, Savinainen & Viiri2 did look into aspects of coherence in student reasoning
based on FCI responses and were able to find that it was a valid indicator of coherence.
The Energy and Momentum Concept Survey (EMCS) was developed more or less
as an extension of the FCI to cover more of the introductory physics curriculum. Designed most prominently by Singh & Rosengrant3 , after much research and validation,
it is widely accepted as a diagnostic tool for recognizing student shortcomings in understanding of energy and momentum concepts. A large part of validating this test as
a diagnostic tool was analyzing individual items for the merit of their distractors, for
knowing what reasoning likely went into choosing a distractor is a large part of what
makes this test a useful tool, and Singh & Rosengrant3 went to great lengths to make
sure their distractors were clear in how they distracted students.
Thoughout of the scope of this research to confirm this, it should be noted that this
study is most beneficial to be performed in a studio-style classroom (or problem-based
learning environment as Sahin4 references) for multiple reasons. Most prominently,
studio classrooms are preferable to lecture halls due to the fact that I couldn’t collect
the same video data and otherwise in-class data that I plan on collecting in a lecture
hall, but it’s also beneficial due to the widely accepted notion that learning gains are
notably larger in studio classrooms than in lecture halls, as is touched on by Sahin4 . Yes,
interviews could be conducted on students post-lecture, but the nature of an interview
between researcher and subject changes the responses to a form less preferable in my
research than natural observations.

3

Research Methods

The primary source of data for this research was drawn from a recorded class session of
an introductory physics class focused on mechanics and set in a studio classroom. The
videos of sessions covering the selected topic were supposed to be transcribed to provide
solid evidence of student reasoning during class, since including video clips in a PDF
isn’t feasible. I also had access to their scores on the FCI and the EMCS, as well as
their individual lab write-ups from the class which I focused on.
The original plan for video recording was to record 3 groups over two separate sessions
which both focused on Energy, just with different activities, giving a total of 12-18 hours
of video to sift through. Due to unforeseen circumstances, that plan got changed to
essentially conducting a case study on one group as they worked through a lab that
5

involved a recording the height and velocity of a bouncing ball through a series of three
bounces, and converting that data into potential and kinetic energy versus time graphs.
This particular case focused on specific conversation snippets of the group throughout
the two hour lab session in which they exhibited questions about or explanations of the
scenario at hand in terms of physics concepts (i.e. forces, energy, etc.).
The data was analyzed in the following phases:
1) Observing/recording and transcribing. This seemed like the most logical first step
so as to not bias my perceptions when picking out their arguments with the students’ FCI
or EMCS scores (i.e. if I know a student scored higher on either of the diagnostic tests, I
could be more generous in attributing certain lines of reasoning to them that they maybe
weren’t thinking at all). This goal of this phase was to identify specific conversation
pieces of students that provide insight into their thought process throughout the lab.
2) Analyzing their lab reports will also come before looking at FCI or EMCS scores
for the same reasons previously listed. For the most part these were used in conjunction
with the transcripts since the students were recorded completing the lab report, and the
only things we wouldn’t be able to discern from the video would be what their graphs
looked like and any additional notes they didn’t dictate to one another. The goal here
was two-fold: I wanted to use this as an indicator of how well the case-studied group’s
spoken word matched their finished product and if there were any disconnects between
the two, and also to see how representative the individual group’s responses were of a
larger portion of the class. If all three groups’ lab reports were similar, then I could
assume that the experiences of the recorded group could likely be representative of table.
3) The final step involved looking at FCI and EMCS scores. Not every item on
these tests are relevant to what I was looking for, which meant I had to look itemby-item for each students’ responses to individual questions to make the connections I
needed. Comparisons were made between the students end-semester responses to the
EMCS, and their end-semester responses to the FCI and early-semester responses on
the EMCS. Comparisons between their two trials of the EMCS are necessary to see
what kind of learning gains were made on this subject and to see if my argumentation
for what they did and didn’t understand was reasonable. The comparison between the
end-semester EMCS and FCI responses is to make a connection between what method
students come out of a physics class feeling more comfortable with - as I’ve previously
mentioned, students are asked to do many of the same problems in the force unit as
they are in the energy unit, so looked at similar items between the two tests to see how
much of a disconnect there was between the concepts. The main goal of analyzing this
data set turned more towards looking at how representative the groups’ responses were
to their actual understanding of the concept, as the EMCS items’ scenarios turned out
to be quite different from the lab I recorded and analyzed.
After all data had been sifted through and analyzed, I synthesized my thoughts on
what it all meant in terms of how much these students actually learned, how reliable
some sources of data were compared to others, and what the results imply for future
education on this subject.
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4
4.1

Analysis
Video Transcript

The first piece of conversation from the video I’d like to discuss is from the first three
lines in the transcript.
1. Student B: I feel like I need to move this down *gesturing to the sensor
on the apparatus*
2. Student A: Will it still bounce 4 times if we lower that though?
3. B: *drops it from a lower height to test, it bounces 5 times, then they
lowers the apparatus closer to the ground, and test again with the sensor
on*
4. Student C: We got like 3 good ones, 1, 2, 3, right?
When students A and B are wondering whether they can lower their apparatus and still
get 4 bounces from the ball, they’re showing that they have some background knowledge
on objects bouncing, in that the height from which an object is dropped affects how
many times it can bounce before coming to rest. It’s known that this happens because
the ball loses energy when colliding with the floor, preventing it from reaching the
same height it previously reached and eventually preventing it from bouncing at all, but
these students haven’t shown evidence of that thorough of an understanding quite yet.
Though they’re not necessarily thinking of why this happens, or what energy has to do
with it yet, they are still showing with this dialog that they have an intuition for how
energy works which can translate into an easier process of sense-making once specific
terminology is introduced to them.
The second point of interest in the transcript is from lines 35-42. Before I discuss
this section in too much depth, it should be noted that at this point in the lab the group
was reading the distance output from their GLX incorrectly − the device is above the
ball measuring distance as it falls away and hits the ground, thus the ”zero” distance
on their graphs is actually when the ball is at its highest point, not on the ground. In
this excerpt of the transcript, student C is showing confusion in how exactly potential
energy is calculated, expressing the thought that they don’t need distance, only velocity,
for calculating potential energy.
35. C: Wait but at that point it’s moving, so does it have potential energy
while it’s moving? Like, we don’t need that, we need the velocity there...
You know what I mean?
36. A: I mean you do need the height though, to see like, on... wait...
37. B: It’s gonna show like how it has more Kinetic energy and less potential
energy, like it’s still gonna have a little potential energy cause it’s not on the
floor yet, like when it has no potential energy that’s when it’s like at 0, at
like 0 meters high, you know what I’m saying? It still has potential as it’s
falling, but it’s gonna have more kinetic energy because it’s moving. Like
the potential energy is just gonna be decreasing until like 7

38. C: -until it stops
39. B: the only time it’s gonna have zero is at the bottom. If that makes
sense.
40. C: That makes sense. I guess I just thought that it only has potential
energy when it stops.
41. B: It doesn’t have zero, just cause it’s like still falling, it’s gonna have a
little bit, but not as much as it would at like its highest point and its lowest
point.
42. C: So even though, like, it’s higher here, like even though it’s still moving,
it has more potential energy than like.... Well I guess it doesn’t, nevermind.
Okay, so then we need the velocity for that point too. What was our time?
This confusion can possibly be attributed to the student mixing up the two kinds of
energy they’re learning about, but seeing as how earlier in the transcript they mentioned
that they should look up the formula, I’m less inclined to believe this. Instead, I think
this confusion is coming from the fact that they were still misinterpreting the graphs
they generated. I believe student C was looking at their velocity vs. time graph and
seeing that the velocity was at a peak at the same time as a minimum on their position
vs. time graph (unfortunately none of the lab reports scanned very well, but this can
most easily be seen in the graphs on Page 32). The student most likely realized from the
formula they looked up (P E = mass · gravity · height) that when distance (i.e. height)
is small, so is potential energy, and when combining this idea with their graphs, thought
that more velocity must relate to less potential energy.
After this confusion is expressed, student B steps in to try to clear things up. They
explain that velocity doesn’t determine potential energy directly, and that an object
can have both potential and kinetic energy at the same time. This response points out
another possible reason for student C’s confusion, in that maybe they thought an object
could only have one kind of energy at a time, and that once it has velocity, the only
formula that can be used is the one for kinetic energy. This reason seems even more
likely when looking at line 40, where student C admits that they probably thought it
only has potential energy when it’s not moving.
52. C: *Inaudible* It says here it’s got a negative velocity
53. B: It’s because it’s moving in the opposite direction. Like this is when
it’s going down and this is when it’s coming up (pointing at points on their
graphs)
54. C: Yeah, but that’s supposed to be at the first peak, so shouldn’t the
velocity be zero there, because it’s like stopped? Or wait, or are...
55. B: That’s when it’s this right there (Pointing at two points on their
velocity vs. time and position vs. time graphs, saying they correspond to
the same point in time). *long pause* See? It matches up right where it’s
zero.
56. C: I mean like, with the way the formulas are set up like that, makes sense
because when your potential and like you’re multiplying it by gravity, and
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gravity is like, huge compared to all the other numbers that we’re working
with... *long pause* You guys just wanna keep going and then.. Think
about it more?
Lines 52-56 further compound evidence that they’re confused in how to interpret
their data. Seeing that they recognize the ball is bouncing back to lower heights after
every bounce, but their position graph shows their maximum position staying constant
while the relative minimums are changing, and having no direct quotes to pull from
that explain their exact reasoning for their decision to interpret the graph the way they
are, makes it very difficult to make claims about why graph interpretation was arguably
the most difficult portion of this lab for the students. They aren’t able to resolve this
confusion on their own, as lines 69-88 show them calling a TA to their table to ask why
their data keeps showing that their potential energy is always greater than their kinetic
energy, and the TA tells them that their graph is giving distance from the detector, not
the ground. While not an ideal method for correcting student misunderstanding, there
was still an interesting nugget of understanding in how student A phrased the initial
question to the TA.
69. A: We have a question. Ok so our potential keeps getting more than our
kinetic everywhere 70. C: - and that just like, doesn’t make sense.
71. TA: Are you using the same point in time?
72. A: Yeah
73. TA: Ok, ummm, may I hold the mouse?
74. C: Sure
75. TA: ummm, ok. Is that true, like this is really the velocity? 0, 2, and
-3?
76. Group: Mhmm
77. TA: So also this looks like.. Ok, so one thing, ok that’s fine *pointing at
velocity graph*, but that, um, is that what you recorded, 4.88, or did you
subtract, how, the actual distance, like... So, because this is recording how
far it is from here, but what you need to record is how far it is from the
ground.
78. B: ohhhhh
79. TA: So what you do is subtract - the ground is right here, right? When
it’s furthest away from here is when it hits the ground?
80. A: Mhmm
81. TA: So what you need to do is just like, so the ground is really 1.16
meters away
82. A: ohhh
83. TA: So do 1.16 meters minus that
84. A: That makes sense
85. C: Ok, thank you
86. A: I like this little thing too, you don’t have to estimate anymore
9

87. TA: *Comes back but says something inaudibly*
88. A: Yeah, thank you!
Up until this point it wasn’t entirely clear what was confusing them as they never
verbally compared corresponding potential and kinetic energy values, and the cameras
covering them weren’t focused on the computer screen very well. But with this quote,
it’s clear that they knew that potential and kinetic energy should have a different relationship in this system than what their data suggests − the ball should have more
kinetic than potential energy at some points in the bouncing cycle. Them expressing this
thought is almost enough to suggest that they are grasping the concept of conservation
of energy, but there’s still a small amount of evidence lacking that would be necessary in
making that claim. Primarily, they haven’t mentioned total energy at all yet, discussed
the units of these two quantities they’re collecting data on, or talked about what the
quantity would be if both kinetic and potential energies were added together at any
point. They’ve discussed that potential energy is large at the peak of its bounce, and
zero when it’s on the floor, and that kinetic energy should be greater than potential at
some point in the cycle, but haven’t mentioned the rate at which kinetic energy grows,
or even tried comparing its maximum kinetic energy to its maximum potential energy.
Lines 102-107 are particularly interesting in that they start to hint that the students
do have an understanding of the total energy of the ball. Student B re-iterates their
understanding that potential energy is zero on the ground, while student A suggests that
its kinetic energy should be at a maximum when it hits the floor. Again, not necessarily
new claims from the group, but then student C mentions in line 105 that because the
ball is bouncing to lower heights after each bounce, it is losing energy. This claim is
extremely close to being the necessary evidence for us to make a claim that they are
understanding conservation of mechanical energy. This student was saying that this
particular bounce wouldn’t have the most kinetic energy at the floor because it was
the last of the bounces in their data set − that the ball would have the most kinetic
energy at the floor when it’s initially dropped, since it loses energy with every bounce.
Whether their inner-monologue was that the ball was only losing kinetic energy with
each bounce and completely ignoring the impact on maximum potential energy is yet to
be seen. The interesting part here, however, is the fact that they recognized that there
was a finite amount of kinetic energy the ball could have, and that that finite amount
was being depleted with every bounce. This reasoning is on the cusp of being a firm
understanding of how conservation of mechanical energy affects the ball’s motion.
102. B: Potential energy would be zero on the floor... like, here *motioning
with the mouse on the screen*... wait, didn’t we do a high point though?
*Quietly sifting through data, finds the base height they used from the TA’s
suggestion was too small and had to adjust it after seeing a height of -.1m*
103. A: Shouldn’t it have the most kinetic energy there?
104. B: I don’t know, I’m so confused
105. C: I mean, it’s like at its lowest bounces, so it’s losing energy
10

106. A: Ohhh that makes sense
107. C: The first time it hit the floor it would have been more. Okay, so did
we have to do this three times-what else do we...
As the students progress in converting their distance and velocity vs. time graphs
into potential and kinetic energy vs. time graphs, they continue to provide evidence that
they understand general relationships of the two kinds of energy in the bouncing ball.
At line 125 they’re discussing if it makes sense that potential and kinetic energies are
the same at one point, quickly deciding that it does since they have inverse relationships
with one another and, essentially, are bound to overlap at some point.
125. C: So that’s right after you dropped it, they’re both about the same?
Does that make sense?
126. A: Yeah that makes sense
127. B: Yeah Because this is at the highest... *Inaudible as student C talks
over her* Yeah
128. C: Potential energy gets greater as it goes up, and then it gets lesser
as it goes back down.
129. A: Mhmm, Kinetic does the opposite
130. B: It gets smaller then it gets bigger again, yeah it should be opposite
131. C: Okay cool
At line 138, we finally see one of the students suggest the idea of adding the two
energies together to see what happens to the total energy of the ball as it bounces (at
the prompting of one of the post-lab questions). They decide to add the two together
at three different points throughout one bounce and find that they’re all within an
acceptable range of one another. The interesting piece to note here is their approval
of the result − they’re not visibly surprised or confused, but instead give it immediate
approval (lines 143 and 146). This, I think, is evidence that they’ve understood that
total mechanical energy is conserved in the bounces for some undisclosed amount of time
in the process of completing the lab. How long of a time they’ve felt they understood
that is hard to pinpoint however, and also not entirely important in my opinion.
138. C: Should we like, add the kinetic and potential together, for like, cause
it says what happens to the total energy of the ball as it goes through the
bounce.’
139. A: I think we can just a couple on here to show *gesturing to their
paper printout of the report* to do like, 1, 3, and 5.
140. C: Just of like, one bo unce
141. A: yeah
142. C: Alright, that’ll work.
*On excel sheet, makes a new column adding PE and KE for each point
together*
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143.
144.
145.
146.

C: okay, that looks pretty nice. Look at this
B: what’s that?
C: The sum of these two. It stays within .2 the whole time
A: Yeah that’s pretty good

Following this question in the write-up, they’re asked to describe what happens to
the total energy between bounces. They’ve previously described that some energy is
lost with each bounce, so their response to this part isn’t entirely new, however they’re
also asked to describe why they think this happens. This portion of their discussion is
really interesting due to how they conceptualize the interaction between the ball and
the floor. They understand that the energy goes elsewhere when hitting the floor due to
statements the professor had made in class (line 170), but then one student decides to
play devil’s advocate and tries to have a deep dive with the group on their understanding
of the interaction (line 175). The student C’s language in proposing this isn’t entirely
clear, and somehow leads them into discussing how forces are being applied to the ball
when it bounces, which I think is fascinating. Student A thinks that the ball transfers
energy to the floor via the force it applies when impacting (line 176), and I think student
B is okay with that reasoning due to the fact that they don’t correct student A when
adding onto their idea (line 177). Student B brings up Newton’s third law (though
not by name) in stating that the forces between the ball and floor will be equal, but
that the energy transfer will not, explaining from line 177-181 that they think the floor
needs energy to push the ball back up, and for some reason it’s an inefficient process
that causes some of the energy the ball transfers to the floor to stay in the floor when
the ball rebounds back upward. While this isn’t a completely unrealistic representation
of what happens, and does show that they understand that energy can be transferred
between two objects and into other forms, it does represent a lack of consideration for
some other major energy sinks at play in the bouncing ball, such as the elastic energy
in its walls and the thermal energy it generates by compressing the air inside.
170. C: And he said that like it goes other places, like it makes a sound
when it hits the ground, and like 171. A: well yeah cause it’s transferring its energy into the ground 172. B: -into the ground to come back up, yeah
173. C: yeah. And you got like, friction, and just all kinds of stuff.
*Student B self-talks as they write out the answer*
174. B: Should I just write that it loses energy to the ground so it can come
back up?
175. C: yeah. SO just playing devil’s advocate here, would it come back up
with the same energy as when it hit, but like it doesn’t, we have to account
for that
176. A: Yeah that’s what we’re saying, it transfers its energy to the floor
using the force.
177. B: The force would be the same, the energy is different
12

178. C: ohhh okay
179. B: because then you would account for like the floor having energy as
well to push it back up
180. C: Oh true, okay
181. B: Cause like first it starts with no energy cause it hasn’t hit yet, then
once it hits some kinetic energy goes in, and then that’s why it doesn’t come
up as high. Forces are equal and opposite, but energy is not.

4.2

Lab Reports

There is a lot less information to unpack in this section than in the transcript section,
since the groups whose transcript I have talked through their responses to the questions
and I discussed them in section 4.1. However, I can still read through the other two
groups’ responses to gain some insight into what they ended the lab thinking, and to
gain a sense of how representative the focus group’s reasoning was of a larger portion of
the class.
On page 33, group 1B’s response begins the same sort of response we saw from
group 1A on question one; they recognize that potential energy decreases as it drops
while kinetic energy increases, and vice versa when it is rising. Group 1C seemed to
miss what the question was asking however (page 36), and only vaguely mentioned
how kinetic energy was being affected while getting too caught up in discussing specific
values throughout various bounces and not looking at general trends. I’m pretty sure
that they understood that potential energy decreased as kinetic rose, but there is no
direct evidence to show this in their writing.
In response to question two, which asked what happens to the total energy of the
ball in one bounce, group 1B seemed to have a different definition for what a ”bounce”
was in the lab, as they thought a bounce constituted the entire trial of the ball hitting
the floor multiple times, as opposed to a singular arc between two contacts between the
ball and floor. As such, their response only provides an answer for question 3. Group
1C’s response to question two kind of answers what they missed in question one. They
didn’t mention anything about the total energy of the ball however, thus I’m unable to
make any claims about their understanding of the idea of conservation of energy. They
did mention that the ball loses potential energy with each bounce, which could turn
out to be a poor use of language and actually imply that they understand there’s some
finite pool of energy that the ball has to divvy up between potential and kinetic, but
I’m hesitant to make that assumption.
Question three asked what happens to the total energy of the ball over the set of
bounces. Group 1A’s response was exactly what was read in the transcript, and as I
pointed out near the end of section 4.1, they didn’t mention what kind of energy was
being lost to the floor, only noting that some was transferred. Group 1B’s response
was saying essentially the same as their response to question 2, stating that they’re
aware that energy is lost over the bounces according to their data. They add on a
single sentence to the end of this response though, expressing that they know the floor
is absorbing energy, but, like group 1A, opting not to say how or what kind of energy is
13

being transferred. Group 1C’s response was the least descriptive at all, again recognizing
via their data that energy was decreasing, but opting not to mention where it’s going
or how it’s leaving the ball. This makes it very hard to make claims about this group’s
reasoning, or comparisons to group 1A’s results, besides pointing out that 1A was more
thorough in their descriptive writing than 1C (and 1B, for that matter).

4.3

Choice FCI & EMCS Items

Before discussing what I found in the FCI and EMCS scores, it’s important to point out
why I chose to look the items. There are only two items on the FCI that I considered
similar enough to this lab to be worth considering. Due to security concerns, I can’t
include the exact version of the questions and their answer choices, but I can describe
the questions here and discuss specific student responses in the analysis sections.
The first question (Q1) asks students to think about the time it takes two objects
of the same shape and size, but differing masses, to fall equal heights. This item was
relevant largely due to its implications in student reasoning for certain items on the
EMCS, such as the work done by the gravitational force on each ball, which I will
re-iterate when discussing the items I chose from it.
The second question (Q3) I thought was relevant asks students to consider the trends
of the motion of an object falling from a height such that it feels like a far drop, but
still isn’t noticeably affected by the changing value of Earth’s gravitational acceleration.
This question was included because it is essentially the exact scenario of the lab I was
able to record, but asking students about force and acceleration instead. The focus
in this question is to see if students can answer it when framed as a question about
forces, since they’ve already expressed that they can understand the scenario in terms
of energy from their lab. Can they transfer their knowledge that kinetic energy increases
constantly as an object falls to describe the motion of said object in general?
There are a few more items on the EMCS worth looking at for insight in student
reasoning than on the FCI, which also have to be described as opposed to printed
verbatim due to security concerns.
The first question (Q2) is useful because it’s a textbook conservation of energy
question. Two balls of equal size, shape, and mass are given different paths on which
they can role to the ground from, and students are asked which has more velocity at
the bottom. In this scenario, one path is linear from the drop to the floor, and the
other has a varying slope, but both have the same elevation change. The key concept in
this question is conservation of mechanical energy, and seeing whether or not students
believe change in energies is path-dependent.
The second question (Q13) involves two different ramp scenarios, each with two
carts having different motion. It asks students to consider total energy of each system
(i.e. adding the energy of both carts together in each system) right before the carts
in each system collides. Notable distractors in the question involve the notions that
kinetic energy is a vector, and incorrect statements about the momentum of the system.
While a key concept in this question is conservation of momentum, my rationale for
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including it was to use it as another example of student thoughts on path-dependency
in conservation of energy.
The next question (Q15) is very similar to Q1 on the FCI, in that two objects of the
same shape and size, but different masses, are going down a slide from the same height.
Students are asked to think about the velocities of the two objects at the bottom of the
slide. If students get this question wrong, but correctly answer Q1 on the FCI, it will
be interesting to consider what ideas could have led them astray. The reasoning I aim
to draw from this question is what students think about different masses affecting total
energy, and what that means for the velocity of the objects.
The fourth question (Q17) considers a ball falling from a similar height to Q3 from
the FCI, and now asks students to consider the changing energy of it while it falls.
Notable concepts at play are the rate of trade-off between potential and kinetic energies
in a fall, work done by gravitational energy, and conservation of total energy. This
question is essentially a follow-up question to their lab, thus it was included mainly to
see how well students retained the understanding they exhibited in class.
The last question (Q20) asks essentially the same thing as Q2, but now phrases
the scenario as a single ball rolling down two connected ramps that span the same
vertical distances but different horizontal distances, and instead of asking students to
think about its speed at the bottom of each ramp, asks students to think about the
kinetic energy gained from rolling down each ramp and the work done by gravitational
acceleration over the two ramps. This again re-iterates what students believe about
path-dependency in conservation of energy, and how much importance they place on
total distance, as opposed to just the distance parallel to the force.

4.4

FCI and EMCS Responses

The first thing I noticed when looking through these scores is just how different of a
story they tell from the conversations transcribed and the lab report responses. Overall,
students showed a much lower level of understanding on these exams than they did
in the class session. I plan to discuss possible misconceptions students had based on
these responses in this section, and then try to explain the differences in results between
data forms in the conclusion section. I also only plan to address the FCI responses in
relation to misconception about energy, and will not be doing a deep dive on possible
misconceptions about forces and acceleration.
Moving item-by-item, Q2 on the EMCS saw almost every student in the test group
miss it on the pre-test and post test. The students in the transcript showed no hints in
their conversations as to what misconceptions led them to get this wrong when they took
the exam about a month before the recorded class session, so I can’t really comment
on why this was an issue at the beginning of the semester. The fact that there was no
improvement between attempts though is rather interesting. There are two likely reasons
for missing this, I think. The most likely of the two I think comes from the fact that
there is horizontal motion involved in this question, whereas I don’t think the students
ever had to work through any problems where this was a factor, and the lab certainly
didn’t introduce it. This very easily could have thrown students off, not considering that
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the only distance in the formula for potential energy is vertical height, and therefore
that total change in kinetic energy of the two over their descent will be the same by the
time they reach the floor. The other possibility for the difficulty in this question is that
students just weren’t making the connection between velocity and kinetic energy since
the question asked about velocity, and that’s just another step in logic to take between
recognizing they start with the same potential energy and reaching the desired answer.
The two answers the students incorrectly chose both said that due to the shape of one
path (different paths for each choice), the ball had more opportunity to accelerate. This
somewhat hints at some misconceptions of forces bleeding into misconceptions about
energy, but as previously mentioned, exploration of that possibility is outside of the
scope of this paper.
Item 13 on the EMCS is another interesting item to look at due to the fact that none
of the students missed it on their early semester attempt, but three of them missed it at
the end of the semester. The fact that none of them missed it going into the semester
shows how comfortable they were with the concept of total energy in a system and its
additive nature. When students missed it at the end of the semester, however, all of
their incorrect responses we ones involving momentum. This is not only indicative of
a misunderstanding of momentum, since those responses all had some false statement
about the total momentum of the two systems, but also that students begin confusing
energy and momentum when collisions are involved. I chose this question specifically
because it deals with the system just before the collision and the correct answer deals
with energy (whereas Q14 still references the same scenario, but after the collision, and
deals more with momentum). Like the questions regarding force, I think misconceptions
about momentum are also out of the scope of this research, and will leave the analysis
where it’s at for this item.
Students performed just as poorly on Q15 as they did on Q1, and I think for much of
the same reason. Aside from one person who chose E on the pre-test, all of the incorrect
answers exhibited one of two lines of reasoning − they either thought that friction was
at play and that the lighter object would feel less of it, therefore accelerating more and
gaining a larger velocity by the end of the slide, or they thought that the larger mass
would accelerate more due to gravity. When comparing this to Q1 from the FCI, it’s
even more interesting to see how few students missed that question; only two missed
it on the post-test. Student B’s responses to both line up in that in both cases, they
thought that a lighter mass would accelerate more and, in Q1 on the FCI, fall in less
time, or, in Q15 on the EMCS, have more velocity after a fall. This is a rather curious
misconception to explore, as the more common misconception to have is that heavier
objects follow this trend, not lighter objects. If I had to make a guess for what the root
of this idea is, I’d say that they just have a really hard time internalizing an absence of
retarding forces (drag, friction, etc.) when the problem says to, and somehow associates
a lighter mass as being less affected by them in all cases, though it’s hard to say for
certain with the data provided what could be causing this alternative idea. Student D
is the other student to miss both questions, and they line up in reasoning as well, but
with the more common misconception in mind − that heavier objects fall faster. The
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most common root of this misconception is that people have a hard time separating
real world examples from ideal physics examples. They can’t possibly fathom a feather
falling at the same rate as a bowling ball in the real world, and can’t seem to ignore
drag when being told to.
As for the students who got Q15 on the EMCS wrong but not Q1 on the FCI,
there are two possible explanations. One of which is that students aren’t making the
connection that two objects free-falling in a vacuum for the same amount of time will
have accelerated for the same amount of time and should therefore have the same velocity
at the floor. The other could again be this introduction of horizontal motion, even
though it doesn’t actually affect the problem at all. There’s a reason that kinematics is
generally taught one dimension at a time − something about two-dimensional motion is
inherently off-putting. The trick to it in scenarios involving energy, however, is that in
terms of conservative forces being the only forces providing work (i.e. gravity), horizontal
motion is essentially a non-factor. This notion must not have been internalized for them
very well, seeing as how this is the second question on the EMCS that seems to have
been missed en masse due to the inclusion of horizontal motion.
Q17 was another odd item in that more students missed it on the post-test than
on the pre-test. The unfortunate part for the research is that none of the students in
the group featured in the transcript missed it in either, leaving little inclination as to
what the root of this misconception is. By and large, the most popular distractor on the
question for the students was one that stated the kinetic energy increases at a constant
rate of time as an object falls, as opposed to a constant rate with respect to distance
fallen. The easiest explanation for this mix-up I think is that students are thinking of
how velocity increases at a constant rate over time and associating that with kinetic
energy, even though kinetic energy is proportional to velocity squared. The key here
is to recognize that kinetic energy will increase at the same rate as potential energy
decreases, which means a constant rate is found in the distance, not time. Though this
question is very similar to Q3 on the FCI, the students who missed this question did
not miss Q3 (except for student D), and the only incorrect responses provided to Q3
involved an over-estimation of the drag forces on a heavy object − not very applicable
to this research.
The last item of interest, Q20, again saw more students answer incorrectly on the
post-test than the pre-test, though by a much slimmer margin than the other item
(only a difference of one student). This item further cements my claim that the students’ understanding of conservation of energy was challenged when horizontal motion
is introduced. Regardless of what choices B or C say on Q20 (the only two responses,
students incorrectly chose on the post-test), both choices show that the students thought
that the angle of a ramp affects the total change kinetic energy in an object, even if the
maximum vertical height is constant. A simple explanation for this specific question’s
confusion could tie back to their confusion on Q17, in that they believed the rate of increase in kinetic energy to be tied to time as opposed to distance. A ball will roll down
a steeper ramp in less time than a more flat ramp, which could lead students to believe
that kinetic energy would increase more on one than the other by the aforementioned
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logic. Regardless of the cause in this item though, it’s clear that the students in this
class were not comfortable with energy problems the involved any horizontal motion.

5

Conclusion

Overall, for the group that I have a transcript for, I’m confident that they walked
away with a firm understanding of the concept of conservation of mechanical energy in
vertical, one-dimensional scenarios. In their process of coming to this understanding,
they could be seen working through various stages of confusion, allowing me to point
out a few specific pitfalls − such as thinking that an object can only have one kind
of energy at a time, or that technology can be a barrier to the learning process if the
students aren’t aware of how to use it properly. In watching them overcome these points
of confusion, I was able to follow a fairly clear line of reasoning of the group that led to
their final product of a lab report. This began with one student explaining early on how
potential and kinetic energies trade off mid-bounce, then progressed through students
showing confusion at their data giving results that were different from what it should,
and finished with them talking through their lab report responses and discussing how
total energy remains constant within a bounce, but decreases with every bounce. As
for the other two groups, however, I’m not sure I can confidently say they walked away
with as firm of an understanding of the concept as group 1A due to their responses in
the lab report, and unfortunately am unable to analyze their in-class pitfalls, aside from
the fact that they appeared to miss entirely what most of the lab report questions were
asking.
As for conservation of mechanical energy in two-dimensional motion, none of the
students were able to exhibit a solid understanding. The lab didn’t probe them to
think about how a second dimension of horizontal motion would affect their results,
and I’m not aware of any in-class problem-solving before or after this recorded class in
which they were asked to consider it either. I think this lack of probing in class sessions
is a prominent cause for the uncomfortability shown in their responses on the EMCS
post-test.
Having come to these conclusions, however, I’d like to propose some solutions that
can help pre-empt their appearance in future classrooms, as anticipating student misconceptions is a huge part of teaching. When it comes to the issue of students believing
that an object can only have potential or kinetic energy at one time − not both − I
think an instruction somewhere in the middle of the lab to get students to start thinking
about total energy before the end of the lab. Had one student not been able to explain
why this wasn’t a correct interpretation as they did, the group very well could have had
many more issues than they already expressed. The mere notion of adding the two energies together should be enough of a hint to students that an object can have both kinds
of energy at one time. As for the issue with the technology, I think a simple statement
in the lab instructions along the lines of the following would suffice: ”(Hint: Think of
where your GLX is measuring distance from)” This gets students to, hopefully, realize
that zero distance on their distance versus time graphs are actually the ball’s peaks, but
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without pointedly telling them what to do (as we saw the TA do in the transcript).
To combat this much larger issue of students losing themselves when horizontal
motion is introduced, I think a much larger fix is in order than a simple edit to these
lab instructions. I think it’s apparent that the students needed more practice with the
energy involved in systems comprised of objects and ramps. The next class session might
have spent around 30 minutes on problems of this nature, while the last 1.5-2 hours was
spent on an entirely new topic. This evidently was not sufficient. An extended problem
set of a free-rolling roller coaster traversing a track with multiple types and heights of
inclines could very easily take up over half of a class session and would be far better
at promoting comfortability with the idea of conservation of energy when horizontal
motion is involved.
The last topic I’d like to discuss is how I feel this research could have been improved,
and how future studies could improve the work started here. The most obvious improvement to be made in this study I think would be to make sure that videos of all consenting
groups actually exist. Not having transcripts for groups 1B and 1C made analyzing their
understandings much less precise, and far greater leaps in logic were made in making
claims about their thoughts than with group 1A. Having these transcripts would also
most likely remove the necessity of copies of their lab reports, since they most likely
would have self-talked through their responses like group 1A did. I also think I would
leave out FCI responses entirely. There was far less overlap in ideas between the two
exams than I initially anticipated, and making connections between the two felt very
forced.
As for future studies, I think also collecting data from a second class session where
a problem set similar to the roller coaster one described above is the focus would be
highly beneficial. The most prominent evidence this study lacks is student thoughts
about energy in two-dimensional movement, which makes a class session with that as
the focus a prime target for future study.
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APPENDIX
A

Video Transcript

1. Student B: I feel like I need to move this down *gesturing to the sensor on the
apparatus*
2. Student A: Will it still bounce 4 times if we lower that though?
3. B: *drops it from a lower height to test, it bounces 5 times, then they lowers the
apparatus closer to the ground, and test again with the sensor on*
4. Student C: We got like 3 good ones, 1, 2, 3, right? And theeeeennnn.
5. B: What if I throw it? Does that alter the..
6. C: I don’t know, we can try! (laughing)
7. B: *throws for one bounce, group chuckles, then goes back for another good trial*
8. Group: Heyy there we go!
9. C: So that’s run 6?
10. B: Yeah, delete all the other ones
11. C: Okay so we got 1, what do we need to do.... We have to pick one, we need to
open excel
12. B: So how should we set this up? What do we need again?
13. A: It’s just the potential and kinetic energy, right?
14. C: Yeah at like, different points through the bounce
15. B: -of the different bounces. So how many do we need?
16. A: Yeah, so do like potential and kinetic *Gesturing in a sense to imply two
different graphs* and then like...
17. B: I think it says five, right? Like, five points during the bounce, so like point
1. Okay so we could do like potential energy, kinetic energy *pointing at different
columns in the excel sheet*, and then do like points, like point 1,2,3,4... *Gesturing
to different rows on the sheet*, and like, next to the points, we’ll put the seconds
of where we took it, you know what I’m saying? So what do you want to do?
18. C: Let’s do like, velocity, and height *speaking as they input in the excel sheet*,
and then we...
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19. A: Make these like the entire thing *unclear gestures to the screen*
*Short break of off-topic chatter*
20. A: Did you pick a point?
21. C: No I’m just like, setting it up, that’s the mass.
22. B and C speaking over each other: So .5 times the mass times the.... Velocity...
23. B: We should look up the formula... Okay, so do we wanna do potential first?
24. C: Sure, yeah that’ll be the easiest, it’s just like, each peak. So the height... What
is it, 1.1?
25. B: 1 point... yeah
26. A: Should we do it at the bottom of some too?
27. B: Oh yeah put the time *points at screen* That’s um..
*B and C spitballing more numbers*
28. C: Okay so we’re not gonna have kinetic and potential energy for all of these
29. B: Right, so should we separate it?
30. A: Next I feel like that’s the point
31. C: Yeah, okay, yeah that it’s got no potential energy but it’s got kinetic energy
32. B: Okay so we have to pick like, places in between
33. A&C: yeah
34. A: So like, some top, some bottom, some like in between, some in like, yeah
*Inaudible talk from C, probably self talk while looking at data on screen*
*B&C asking about specific points to use in graph, pointing at screen, not a clear
view of where they’re pointing on the graph though*
35. C: Wait but at that point it’s moving, so does it have potential energy while it’s
moving? Like, we don’t need that, we need the velocity there... You know what I
mean?
36. A: I mean you do need the height though, to see like, on... wait...
37. B: It’s gonna show like how it has more Kinetic energy and less potential energy,
like it’s still gonna have a little potential energy cause it’s not on the floor yet, like
when it has no potential energy that’s when it’s like at 0, at like 0 meters high,
you know what I’m saying? It still has potential as it’s falling, but it’s gonna have
more kinetic energy because it’s moving. Like the potential energy is just gonna
be decreasing until like 21

38. C: -until it stops
39. B: the only time it’s gonna have zero is at the bottom. If that makes sense.
40. C: That makes sense. I guess I just thought that it only has potential energy when
it stops.
41. B: It doesn’t have zero, just cause it’s like still falling, it’s gonna have a little bit,
but not as much as it would at like its highest point and its lowest point.
42. C: So even though, like, it’s higher here, like even though it’s still moving, it has
more potential energy than like.... Well I guess it doesn’t, nevermind. Okay, so
then we need the velocity for that point too. What was our time?
*Time passes as they discuss the time and numerical values of the specific data
point*
43. A: Didn’t we say that was gonna have more kinetic energy there? *referencing a
the data point they were looking at*
44. B: Yeah
45. A: *inaudible* waaay more potential
46. C: Oh the mass probably has to be in kilograms, and it’s in grams, but still...
47. A: But still - yeah
48. C: ... cause that’s huge.
49. B: Yeah I think we should put it in kilograms, because it’ll give you...
50. A: It’s still gonna give you more potential energy than kinetic energy though
51. C: Like since they both...
52. C: *Inaudible* It says here it’s got a negative velocity
53. B: It’s because it’s moving in the opposite direction. Like this is when it’s going
down and this is when it’s coming up (pointing at points on their graphs)
54. C: Yeah, but that’s supposed to be at the first peak, so shouldn’t the velocity be
zero there, because it’s like stopped? Or wait, or are...
55. B: That’s when it’s this right there (Pointing at two points on their velocity vs.
time and position vs. time graphs, saying they correspond to the same point in
time). *long pause* See? It matches up right where it’s zero.
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56. C: I mean like, with the way the formulas are set up like that, makes sense because
when your potential and like you’re multiplying it by gravity, and gravity is like,
huge compared to all the other numbers that we’re working with... *long pause*
You guys just wanna keep going and then.. Think about it more?
57. B: yeah..
58. A: *Nods*
*inaudible group chatter about which data point to use next*
59. A: Do you wanna get one going down? Like is this it going towards the camera
and this away? *pointing at screen*
60. B: Yeah
61. A: So wouldn’t it going away have more kinetic energy? So we might be able to
get like a different number, cause wouldn’t it have more kinetic energy going back
down?
62. B: Yeah
63. C: But isn’t that the point that we just got?
64. A&B: No we got it going back up
65. B: So we can do going back down this way
66. C: Ok
*Discussing specific values on screen, and gets new values after finding KE and
PE at new point*
67. A: Okay, nevermind. I don’t get it, because like the potential becomes twice the
kinetic there. That’s like it for all of it.
68. C: And like... even if it like... nevermind...
*Student A raises their hand to call a TA over for help*
69. A: We have a question. Ok so our potential keeps getting more than our kinetic
everywhere 70. C: - and that just like, doesn’t make sense.
71. TA: Are you using the same point in time?
72. A: Yeah
73. TA: Ok, ummm, may I hold the mouse?
74. C: Sure
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75. TA: ummm, ok. Is that true, like this is really the velocity? 0, 2, and -3?
76. Group: Mhmm
77. TA: So also this looks like.. Ok, so one thing, ok that’s fine *pointing at velocity
graph*, but that, um, is that what you recorded, 4.88, or did you subtract, how,
the actual distance, like... So, because this is recording how far it is from here,
but what you need to record is how far it is from the ground.
78. B: ohhhhh
79. TA: So what you do is subtract - the ground is right here, right? When it’s furthest
away from here is when it hits the ground?
80. A: Mhmm
81. TA: So what you need to do is just like, so the ground is really 1.16 meters away
82. A: ohhh
83. TA: So do 1.16 meters minus that
84. A: That makes sense
85. C: Ok, thank you
86. A: I like this little thing too, you don’t have to estimate anymore
87. TA: *Comes back but says something inaudibly*
88. A: Yeah, thank you!
*Student C puts in reformed formula into excel and gets new data*
89. A: That makes so much more sense
90. C: It’s still...
91. B: Did that change at all?
92. C: *apprehensively* I think it did, but I...
93. A: It said it’s still 2 point something... well I mean you are just subtracting .65
94. B: We’re gonna go back and fix the velocity too.
95. A: See that makes sense because remember that’s when it’s going down *voice
trails off as groupmates talk over her*
*Takes time putting in more data, self-talking numbers as they input them*
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96. A: That makes more sense now, cause that’s when it’s like heading-going up so
it’s gonna have more potential, then it goes back down
97. B: and it’s slower
98. A: Yeah, I’m more okay with this
99. C: Okay, so this is the floor and this is the top, ok. I had that flipped *gesturing
to screen*
*More discussion on what numbers to use*
100. A: Do we wanna find one where potential energy would be zero? Because we have
two times where kinetic energy is zero.
101. C: Well I mean that one would... *pointing at screen*
102. B: Potential energy would be zero on the floor... like, here *motioning with the
mouse on the screen*... wait, didn’t we do a high point though?
*Quietly sifting through data, finds the base height they used from the TA’s
suggestion was too small and had to adjust it after seeing a height of -.1m*
103. A: Shouldn’t it have the most kinetic energy there?
104. B: I don’t know, I’m so confused
105. C: I mean, it’s like at its lowest bounces, so it’s losing energy
106. A: Ohhh that makes sense
107. C: The first time it hit the floor it would have been more. Okay, so did we have
to do this three times-what else do we...
108. B: I feel like they’re asking for like, us to take one bounce, and find... hold on
*reading instructions on screen* Take one bounce, find 5 points, then take another
bounce and find another 5 points 109. A: ohhh ok
110. B: So we could see like, during the bounce, you know what I’m talking about?
111. C: Like one *gestures a falling motion from the sense* and the have like 112. B: Yeah
113. C: ok
114. B: So we could see like during the bounce.
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115. C: Yeah cause I mean this says like, for 3 consecutive bounces, so like the first 3
of these four bounces?
116. B: *Calls over a TA* I have a question about making our data table, so do you
want us to take one full bounce and 5 data points or..
117. TA: So what are your data?
118. C: We just took 5 random points from this whole thing *gestures to the pvt and
vvt graphs on screen*
119. TA: Okay so you have your data, data looks nice, good. We have these 3 bounces
which is fine, so you want 5 points per bounce,
*Students continue to make sure they understand procedures, are told not to use
the point at which it hits the ground
120. B: okay soooo... That’s fine, we can just use the scatter thing
121. A: Yeah and we can use like some of the one we already have for our points.
*Discussing excel and data logistics*
*Students discussing why a KE value is zero, determine it to be computer error I
think*
122. B: Why is kinetic energy zero here?
123. A: Because that’s when it’s the highest
124. B: But this is at .86 (implying it wasn’t actually at the peak of a bounce) It might
have just gotten messed up when we were entering stuff in
*Looking at new points now*
125. C: So that’s right after you dropped it, they’re both about the same? Does that
make sense?
126. A: Yeah that makes sense
127. B: Yeah Because this is at the highest... *Inaudible as student C talks over her*
Yeah
128. C: Potential energy gets greater as it goes up, and then it gets lesser as it goes
back down.
129. A: Mhmm, Kinetic does the opposite
130. B: It gets smaller then it gets bigger again, yeah it should be opposite
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131. C: Okay cool
*More discussion of data and which to use, mostly silent or spitballing numbers,
and how to format their graphs for the lab report*
132. C: Now questions... Describe what happens to potential energy and kinetic energy
of the ball as it it goes through one bounce.’
133. B: What’s this called?
134. C: NRG Lab’ what does it stand for? No idea what NRG stands for. So, like as
the ball through one bounce as it...
135. B: *repeats the question outloud* It starts with a lot of potential energy and
no kinetic energy, then it decrease in potential and increases in kinetic, then it
decreases in kinetic and increases in potential 136. C: -as it comes back up, yeah.
137. A: Yup.
138. C: Should we like, add the kinetic and potential together, for like, cause it says
what happens to the total energy of the ball as it goes through the bounce.’
139. A: I think we can just a couple on here to show *gesturing to their paper printout
of the report* to do like, 1, 3, and 5.
140. C: Just of like, one bounce
141. A: yeah
142. C: Alright, that’ll work.
*On excel sheet, makes a new column adding PE and KE for each point together*
143. C: okay, that looks pretty nice. Look at this
144. B: what’s that?
145. C: The sum of these two. It stays within .2 the whole time
146. A: Yeah that’s pretty good
*Short pause*
147. C: oh my goodness, it’s energy’ *referring back to the title NRG*
148. A: oh my gosh
149. B: *smiling* wow. Ok. He’s got jokes.
150. A: Tacky! I was wondering what it stood for!
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151. C: Yeah and I even clicked by to this and this and was like, it doesn’t say anything...
*Responding to a conversation of another group*
152. A: Yeah the only thing I’m skeptical about in this class is that I don’t know
anywhere near what my grade is.
153. B: *Repeating second question outloud about total energy of ball in one bounce*
So it stays the same?
154. C: yeah... So it says to include at least one bounce to support your claim
155. B: Yeah, I’ll just do bounce 1 or whatever... Ummm, should I just say the total
energy stays within .2..?
156. C: I would honestly say 157. B: or should I just *inaudible* numbers
158. A: or just say potential plus kinetic was 159. C: - this, for like one or two of em.
160. B: Alright
161. C: You can just say at like the beginning of the bounce and the end of the bounce...
162. B: I’ll say the beginning, middle, and end
163. C: okay
164. B: Okay so how should I write this?
165. A: What do you have so far?
166. B: *Reads of what they have, the gist of which is that total energy stays the same
throughout the bounce*
167. A: I would just add like in parenthesis after total energy,’ say like (Potential plus
kinetic)’
168. B: ok, what happens to the ball from one bounce to the next? Why do you think
this happens? - It decreases
169. A&C: Yeah
170. C: And he said that like it goes other places, like it makes a sound when it hits
the ground, and like 171. A: well yeah cause it’s transferring its energy into the ground 28

172. B: -into the ground to come back up, yeah
173. C: yeah. And you got like, friction, and just all kinds of stuff.
*Student B self-talks as they write out the answer*
174. B: Should I just write that it loses energy to the ground so it can come back up?
175. C: yeah. SO just playing devil’s advocate here, would it come back up with the
same energy as when it hit, but like it doesn’t, we have to account for that
176. A: Yeah that’s what we’re saying, it transfers its energy to the floor using the
force.
177. B: The force would be the same, the energy is different
178. C: ohhh okay
179. B: because then you would account for like the floor having energy as well to push
it back up
180. C: Oh true, okay
181. B: Cause like first it starts with no energy cause it hasn’t hit yet, then once it
hits some kinetic energy goes in, and then that’s why it doesn’t come up as high.
Forces are equal and opposite, but energy is not.
182. C: okay. I need to not get those mixed up, like I even did that on the excel sheet,
like I wrote kinetic energy as Newtons
183. B: Yeah, that’s not...
184. C: Well that was fun.
185. A: Honestly I hope our quiz is on that, because I got that.
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